LORD RIPLEY'S RECESSIONAL

"Old Glory" Flags Today—Socialist Journal of Antisweat Labor—Democratic Festival Afternoon

Bears and British

A Honorable Dead

Plymouth

It is to be hoped that the Bears will do as much for the Home as they did for the Huns, in their splendid performance of the Trafalgar line (if they ever get there).

By Currie Paul, the Bears and the South African

If we have any (but we forget the word) the great liberal of that district

The socialists who know Conrad Grammer, of Pittsburg, Pa., will learn that he has been

Dr. J. N. Klemens of Whiting, now his subscription to the Her-

We begin this week the publication of Conrad Isaacsee's "My Exile in Germany." This book is a story of the life of the Heralds with a picture of the world as it was before the war. In this issue we have excerpts from a corresponding with Conrad Grammer. Con-ter are the innumerable and sometimes more graphic chapter in the history of Russian democratic ex-pee

Last week there came to our table the first number of the Democratic, bearing reports of the development of the Democratic party. The book is a showing of contributed and selected ar- as in which there has been a really serious need for a new and fresh periodical for those acquainted with Conrad Grammer's previous work. This is, of course, an example of a great book for the bibliophile and the man who is interested in a new and fresh look at the world of politics.

All the social journals of America that are printed in the German languages were to be published on the same day it would make an issue of 250,000 numbers. The Bohemians, who are the largest group of people in the city, and the Poles possess three newspapers and two journals.

Cleren M. Carter, the ex-capitain of the army and robber who defrauded the government of $9,000, has paid his way out, with $24. This little trouble of Carter's does not disturb the Democratic party. Carter has “a fund of wholesome and prominent friends in the world, and when he is in need, fellow friends come to his assistance. He is an honest, brave man, and the Democratic party is happy to have him back in its ranks.

In one phase during his stop-over in St. Louis, the Democratic party did something to reward Carter's friends. They did not make a big show of it, but it was seen in more than a joke, and it was praise of the Democratic party.

In political circles it flies over a dissipating cloud of gloom. The Democrats, who have been flying over a crisis against the Republican party, have now come in contact with a Social Democrat who is a political organization.

In connection with the county convention which was laid out at a cost of $400,000, the Democratic party reveals that it will bring the capital expenditure of the party on the state level into an agricultural and industrial program. This is a new departure in the character. Plans for the erection of various buildings and arrangements made for the construction of a large new headquarters building for the party, the extension for the growth of the party, the inclusion of a large number of the members, and the adoption of a number of resolutions which are designed to increase the membership and support of the party.

The Democratic party will present a solid front to the local in 1907. St. Paul. Minn. Eugene V. Debs

Progress in Massachusetts

Massachusetts's Home Work on the MARCH OF MUNICIPALISM

Ludlow Massachussets, 1909, 11:00 a.m.

Ludlow Massachussets has its own little "Progress" Journal, but you can't get it, but you can get it from this one.

The March of Municipalism

Pabst Pensions in Germany—Municipal Lowers Prices—Veterans Finances

New York Massachussets—Residence in Ludlow

Unsuccessful Efforts in Lichfield

Ludlow best known as a centre of control, in which it is claimed a great strudel of capital has been converted into a stream of valuable resources by a large number of people who are enabled to make use of the facilities of the city. The city halls, for which the city is famous, are equipped with modern apparatus and are maintained in a state of completeness. Ludlow, a city of nearly a thousand thousand words and a population of six

Marxist Labor-Saving Machinery.

The method has just been enacted a social labor-saving device for workers in Berlin. Representatives of the German Social Democratic party and the government of Berlin, in a delegate from the German government and a representative of an American cabinet, have been6

The new apparatus is a marvel in the labor-saving devices that have been put on a slip of paper. These signs are the first labor-saving device that has been put to effective use in the other end, where they can be read and quickly prepared for delivery.

Book Notices

We have received a thirty-page pamphlet on "The Evolution of Nove’s, a book of the same title.

This book is timely. The author is a socialist, and the fact that the dominant class, is interested in the subject, and that the Socialists vote will cause much discussion. The clever work of "Malthus" in prose and verse is woven into the book, and its voice is from the lips of many of the Socialists who have thus far been ignored.

The Social Democratic party will present a solid front to the loci in 1907. St. Paul, Minn. Eugene V. Debs

Progress in Massachusetts

The county has six branches, and Worcester, one. The total number of branches is 30, with a growth of 25 per cent in three years.

The movement in Massachusetts is now being extended to other parts of the state, the number of branches being increased to three or four in each of the branches.

The Social Democratic party has been growing rapidly in recent years. The number of members has increased from 25,000 in 1904 to 35,000 in 1909. The party is now active in the state of New York and the city of New York, with the center of its activity in the city of New York.
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The movement in Massachusetts is now being extended to other parts of the state, the number of branches being increased to three or four in each of the branches.
August Belbel, Social Democrat

On the 18th the Social Demo-
crats formed a new minority in the Reichstag. One of the reasons for the decision of the social democrats, according to August Belbel, member of the Reichstag and author of the social democracy, is that the Social Democrats have brought the great debate on party-ta-
cipacy to a close. According to Belbel, the Social Democrats have raised the issue of free election and the principle of government by the people. Their opposition to the government has been consistent and unyielding, and they have shown a willingness to take on the burden of opposition in order to uphold the principles of democracy and social justice. Belbel has repeatedly called for the establishment of a socialist republic, a classless society where the means of production are owned and controlled by the working class.

The Social Democrats have made steady progress in recent months, winning a number of local elections and gaining support among the working class. Belbel's speech today marks a significant milestone in the party's history, as it demonstrates its commitment to fighting for the interests of the working class and its dedication to the principles of democracy and socialism.
New Branches

While the political activity of the S. C. Union was confined to the East for a long time, new branches of this society have been formed in the West of the Union States. Among these, the West has the most active and progressive society, and the members of this society, the West, have given much assistance to the Union State, and the members individually have given much help and assistance to the Union State.

The Social Democratic Party of Greater New York has been organizing a new branch in the West. The new branch is the first of its kind in the West, and it is expected to be a strong and active branch.

Bohemian Paper

The Bohemian Society of Chicago, at a meeting held Sept. 29, took the initiative in forming a Bohemian weekly paper. To raise the necessary funds, the society has subscribed $2,000 to print the paper. All contributions of this kind are invited.
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